PennAccess: Anatomy Chemistry Building of the School of Medicine

Entrance Information:
3620 Hamilton Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104

1. The south entrance located on Guardian Dr. leads to the basement at the mid section of the building. It is M.C. key access only.
2. The interior passage from John Morgan Building is level only on the second floor. Entry to John Morgan Building is accessible from the interior of either Johnson Pavilion (east) or Richards Laboratories (west).
3. There is a level, interior, accessible passage from the Mezzanine level of Stellar-Chance Laboratories to the second floor of Anatomy Chemistry Building.

Elevator Information:
• There is one elevator on the north side of the building.

Accessible Restrooms:
• There are no wheelchair accessible restrooms in this building. There are, however, wheelchair accessible restrooms in Richards Laboratories in the basement and a women's room in John Morgan Building on the first floor, both of which are directly connected to Anatomy Chemistry Building.

Building Information:
• Most building areas are private/graduate laboratories.
• This building is directly connected to John Morgan Building on the second floor and to the Medical Complex through John Morgan Building.